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Abstract: Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs) are increasingly employed in different medical
applications, such as remote health monitoring, early detection of medical conditions, and computer-
assisted rehabilitation. A WBAN connects a number of sensor nodes implanted in and/or fixed on
the human body for monitoring his/her physiological characteristics. Although medical healthcare
systems could significantly benefit from the advancement of WBAN technology, collecting and
transmitting private physiological data in such an open environment raises serious security and
privacy concerns. In this paper, we propose a novel key-agreement protocol to secure communications
among sensor nodes of WBANs. The proposed protocol is based on measuring and verifying common
physiological features at both sender and recipient sensors prior to communicating. Unlike existing
protocols, the proposed protocol enables communicating sensors to use their previous session pre-
knowledge for secure communication within a specific period of time. This will reduce the time
required for establishing the shared key as well as avoid retransmitting extracted features in the
medium and hence thwarting eavesdropping attacks while maintaining randomness of the key.
Experimental results illustrate the superiority of the proposed key agreement protocol in terms of
both feature extraction and key agreement phases with an accuracy of 99.50% and an error rate of
0.005%. The efficacy of the proposed protocol with respect to energy and memory utilization is
demonstrated compared with existing key agreement protocols.

Keywords: key agreement; Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN); inter-sensor communication;
physiological feature-based key agreement; Electrical Cardio Graph (ECG); secure communication;
resource saving algorithm; pattern recognition

1. Introduction

Wireless Body Area Networks (WBAN) are a wearable sensing and monitoring node
with some processing and computing abilities. The primary purpose of WBAN is to
improve the quality of life. Network sensors are either implanted or placed on the subject’s
body. Each sensor consists of a sensing element, an analog-to-digital converter, wireless
communication stack, processor, and memory. WBAN nodes can be divided into two
types based on processing abilities. The first type is sensing and monitoring nodes, which
are used to collect physiological and contextual data [1]. The second type is the sink
node or sometimes called a personal server (PS), which is considered the most powerful
part of the network in terms of processing, power, and storage. A personal server is
mainly used as a network gateway (i.e., connects the network to the internet). WBAN
uses wireless technology to enable sensor communication. The currently used wireless
technology standard is IEEE 802.15.6. The connection within a WBAN (i.e., between two
nodes or between nodes and PS) is called intra-WBAN communication. On the other
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hand, the connection between PS and remote server through the internet is considered
inter-WBAN communication. Figure 1 shows a WBAN contains two types of nodes, PS
and physiological signal sensors. The sensors cannot send any data to a remote server
except through PS.
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WBAN applications are generally divided into two main categories: Medical and
non-medical applications [2–6]. Medical applications are mainly associated with healthcare
systems for patient tele-monitoring and disease detection. Medical applications can be
subdivided into wearable WBAN, implanted WBAN, and remote control of medical device
applications. Non-medical applications include WBAN applications, which are used
mainly for entertainment and gaming purposes, such as virtual reality applications.

Information transmitted among WBAN sensors are private and hence should not
be disclosed to adversaries. As a result, such information must be encrypted before
transmission using a symmetric or asymmetric key. A symmetric key is a single unique
key that is kept secret for both ciphering and deciphering operations. Thus, securing
key distribution among communicating nodes is required. On the other hand, schemes
that use an asymmetric key employ two complementary and mathematically related keys,
public and private keys. The public key is assumed to be available (i.e., not kept as a
secret), while the private key is kept a secret. Symmetric keys schemes are considered much
faster and more efficient in key generation complexity than asymmetric schemes [7–9].
Asymmetric schemes have the advantages of eliminating the need for key distribution and
are considered more secure, but it is computationally complex in terms of public/private
keys generation. Due to WBAN’s sensors’ limited capabilities, symmetric-key schemes are
used to secure sensor communication. To overcome symmetric algorithm limitations, key
distribution algorithms are used [10].

Symmetric key schemes can be classified into three categories based on the source of
the key: Pre-deployed keys, wireless channel characteristics-based keys, and biometric-
based keys. Pre-deployed key is a procedure in which keying information is pre-distributed
over the network sensors. This type benefits from eliminating key generation computations
overhead, limiting losing efficiency as new sensors are added to the network [11]. The
second type is a key generation based on wireless channel characteristics. This method is
complex and costly in terms of computations overhead needed for the key establishment
process [12]. Still, it has the advantage of avoiding processing overhead imposed during the
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key generation in dynamic key generation schemes. The third type is key generation based
on biometric data, such as iris and fingerprint (i.e., static biometric) or electrocardiogram
(ECG) signals or any other dynamic biometric [13,14]. Biometric-based key agreement
algorithms have the advantage of removing the need for key pre-distribution (i.e., plug and
play) and noticed less memory consumption than the second type. The proposed method
is considered a biometric-based key generation algorithm.

Existing biometric key agreement algorithms such as Physiological-Signal-Based
Key Agreement (PSKA) [15] and Ordered-Physiological-Feature-Based Key Agreement
(OPFKA) [16] assume that two communicating ends need to complete a new key agreement
cycle to establish a secure connection session. The key agreement cycle consists of three
stages: Signal collection and filtering features extraction and exchange, and finally, common
features identification and key generation. Completing a key agreement cycle to generate
a new random key is unavoidable, which wastes some WBAN resources in terms of
processing, memory, and energy capabilities. Proposing a key agreement scheme that
consumes less WBAN is highly required.

This paper’s main objective is to propose a key agreement that consumes low time
and resources through the key agreement process without compromising security level or
security key aspects. The proposed method algorithm enables two sensors that regularly
connect to use some information from their previous connection to agree upon a new
security key to secure their current communication for a specified period of time. The
proposed method’s effect is supposed to last for a specific period of time specified by
validation time. Validation time can be identified by an adaptive timer, which is mainly
affected by the two communicating ends’ power levels.

The proposed method meets the design goals stated by Venkatasubramanian et al. [17]
for biometrical and physiological based key agreement algorithms. It preserves the ran-
domness, length, and efficiency of the generated keys. This paper’s main contribution
is proposing a fast and light key agreement algorithm that saves recourses between two
regularly communicating sensors. This paper assumes that the communication medium is
not secure. Hence, attackers can eavesdrop on WBAN’s connections, replay old messages,
or inject messages. It does not consider sink-to-server communication security, jamming
attacks, or electromagnetic interference.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work in
terms of key agreement methods and physiological signals to be used. Section 3 describes
the main steps of the proposed method in detail. The security analysis of the proposed
method is presented in Section 4. The experimental results, along with the discussion, are
presented in Section 5. Conclusions and future work are elucidated in Section 6.

2. Related Work

In this section, we will describe some related concepts, which are used in the proposed
system. First, physiological signals concepts will be introduced in the first subsection.
Then, key agreement categories are discussed in terms of the source of the security key.

2.1. Physiological Signal

This paper uses electrocardiogram (ECG) signal [18] as the main physiological signal.
ECG is a descriptive signal for the heart’s electrical activity. Normal ECG signal consists of
three parts. The first part is the P wave, which represents the heart’s atria depolarization.
The second part is the QRS complex, which represents the ventricle depolarization. The last
part is the T wave, which represents the relaxation of the heart at ventricle repolarization.
Figure 2 shows an example of ECG signal main waves.
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ECG signal attracted several researchers as prominent biometric due to its several
properties of being universal, distinctive (i.e., discriminative characteristic between sub-
jects), permanent (i.e., invariant for a person except in case of abnormalities), and easily
collected with no user participation [19]. ECG signal has a wide range of applications, such
as user identification and patient heart monitoring [20].

2.2. Key Agreement Methods

WBAN applications had been built on the same concept; that sensors collect and
exchange data between them. WBAN is considered a very attractive target for attackers due
to the sensitive nature of collected data and wireless technology used for communication.
Thus, enabling security algorithms to secure WBAN communications is highly required.

Securing WBAN communications means preserving confidentiality, integrity, and
authenticity for any WBAN connection. The usage of secret keys can ensure those secu-
rity services encrypt WBAN communications. WBAN secret keys can be classified into
three categories based on the source of the key: Pre-deployed keys, wireless channel
characteristics-based keys, and biometric-based keys.

Pre-distributed security algorithms allow communicating sensors to use preinstalled
keys to secure their communications. In these methods, keys are preinstalled/distributed
in sensors memory before their deployment [21,22]. All key pre-distribution methods go
through the same implantation path. The first stage is the key generation and distribution.
At this stage, keys are generated and placed into the sensor’s memory before deploying
sensors to a network. The second stage is the common key identification. At this step,
both communicating ends search their memories for at least one common key to approve
the connection. Finally, a secure link is established using that common key. Existing
key pre-distribution schemes differ from each other by their superiority in one or more
parameters. Those parameters are hardware cost, computational cost, local connectivity,
global connectivity, and resiliency.

Key pre-distribution algorithms have the advantage of eliminating the overhead
imposed by real-time key generation algorithms in terms of memory, computations, and
energy consumption. Key pre-distribution algorithms have many limitations that limit their
applicability in WBAN. First, wasted resources, such as memory consumed to store keys in
each sensor. Furthermore, communicating ends may not identify common keys. Random
key pre-distribution scheme [23], composite random key pre-distribution scheme [24], and
the multipath reinforcement scheme [25] are examples of key pre-distribution algorithms.

Channel characteristics-based security keys were first proposed to replace public-key
algorithms in network security. Those methods are physical layer security methods, which
exploit signal randomness characteristics to generate a security key. The rapidly used
channel characteristics are Received Signal Strength (RSS) [26], Channel State Information
(CSI) [27], and Committed Information Rate (CIR) [28].

The key generation cycle based on channel characteristics can be divided into four
stages: Channel sensing, quantization, information reconciliation, and privacy amplifica-
tion. Channel sensing is the most important stage at which both communicating sensors
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measure some randomness characteristic of the channel, such as the RSS time series [29–31].
In multi-bit quantization, gray coding may be used to reduce the key disagreement [32].
At the reconciliation stage, key bit mismatches or discrepancies at the two ends are dis-
carded or corrected by employing information reconciliation protocols [33]. Finally, privacy
amplification is performed. Privacy amplification aims to strengthen the matching keys
by increasing key entropy and obfuscating any partial information an attacker may have
gathered. Practically, it is hard to identify the amount of leaked information. This algorithm
has the advantage of removing overhead posed on the sensors to identify the common
features between them to generate a real-time key. However, this algorithm is infeasible in
WBAN due to its high cost.

The usage sage of physiological signal-based key agreement algorithms to secure
sensors’ communications was first introduced by [17,34]. They stated some basic assump-
tions. First, two communicating sensors must collect the same type of physiological signal
simultaneously. Second, extracted features from collected signals form the basis of the key
generation process. Finally, key agreement can be achieved if the communicating sensors
have some common features. Due to the human body’s dynamic nature, physiological sig-
nals collected by sensors at different body locations tend to have similar trends rather than
identical values. To deal with this fact, fuzzy vault-based schemes were proposed, such as
PSKA [15] and OPFKA [16]. A fuzzy vault’s basic idea is to conceal legitimate features as
they form the key’s basis by adding noisy data. The vector that contains legitimate features
along with noisy data is called ‘the vault’.

Many key agreement algorithms were proposed based on the fuzzy vault idea, such
as PSKA and Plethysmogram Key Agreement (PKA). PKA is a fuzzy vault key agreement
scheme that uses the PPG signal as the main physiological signal. PKA algorithm perfor-
mance was evaluated using two security aspects: Distinctiveness and temporal variance.
The results showed that the PKA method had the advantages of being distinctive among
subjects and maintained the freshness of the features at a given time (i.e., temporal vari-
ance). PKA suffered from two main limitations: The security level is fully dependable
upon the generated vault’s size, and the acceptable security level is at the ninth polynomial.
Vault size can be defined as the amount of noisy data added to legitimate features to make
it harder for the adversary to recognize them; as vault size increases, security increases
as well. The large vault size and high polynomial order imposed higher computation
overhead, which was acceptable with the limited resources of the WBAN.

PSKA algorithm was proposed to extend the PKA algorithm and used ECG signal
instead of PPG signal to enable two sensors to agree upon a symmetric key. Just as the PKA,
the PSKA algorithm preserved the distinctiveness of the key among subjects along with a
temporal variance of the features. PSKA suffered from requiring high polynomial order to
maintain an acceptable security level (i.e., polynomial order of 12). Fuzzy vault algorithms’
security level mainly depends on the vault size. Unfortunately, vault size imposes more
complexity in terms of computation and communication overheads, which is not preferred
with WBAN limited resources.

To deal with fuzzy vault limitations, OPFKA was proposed. OPFKA reduced false
rejection rates (FRR) resulting from large vault size usage to maintain an acceptable security
level. This improvement was achieved using an ordering algorithm only known by com-
municating ends to order features inside the vault. OPFKA assumes that sensors use an
ordering mechanism that is known only by the sensors generating features. OPFKA uses a
noisy data addition technique to ensure features security. Thus, it has the same drawback
as PSKA. OPFKA had the advantages of maintaining key distinctiveness, the temporal
variance of the features, and lower computation overhead to discover common features
between receiver’s features and received vault. Compared to PKA and PSKA methods, the
OPFKA method archived a higher security level with much lower computations.

Symmetric-Key Generation Protocol (SGenP) [35] was proposed to generate a security
key by applying two functions. First, Hash Message Authentication Code Feature Exchange
(HMAC-FE) to secure feature exchange in the medium; then, Secret Key Construction func-
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tion (SKC) to construct a secret key and secure communications between two ends. SGenP
algorithm performance was mainly evaluated by energy consumption analysis through
different agreement stages between two communicating ends. The results showed that
SGenP generated security keys were of the length 128-bit. It offered some WBAN essential
features such as plug-n-play, replaceability, scalability, flexibility, and easy refreshment of
the security keys. SGenP has a fixed message size through the agreement process. This
resulted in better energy consumption when compared with fuzzy vault algorithms with
large vault size.

Tang et al. [36] proposed using a control unit to deal with the authentication process
instead of communicated sensors themselves. They assumed that the control unit was
holding a secret master key. This master key was used along with physiological signals and
some random numbers to generate session security keys to secure connections between
two sensors. This method performance was evaluated using several security aspects such
as true recognition rates (TRR), the overhead imposed by communication and processing
during the agreement process, and total energy consumed. Theoretically, the control unit
saves much of the sensors’ resources, and its security is proven under decisional bilinear
Diffie-Hellman (DBDL).

The key agreement based on key pre-distribution and channel characteristics methods
is not widely used in WBAN, and the most used approach is a key agreement based on the
physiological signal. This is basically due to the limited capabilities of sensor networks
versus methods of implantation requirements.

3. The Proposed Method
3.1. WBAN Topology and Wireless Standard

WBAN is a short-range network, and its range is the human body. The preferred
WBAN communication range is around 3 to 6 m. With a limited communication range,
the most convenient topology is a simple star topology. By using star topology, two
communicating sensors cannot communicate directly and need PS to proceed with their
connection. This option is not considered by our proposed method. The proposed method
assumes that two communicating sensors can connect directly without PS help. The
usage of mesh topology can achieve this assumption. Due to limitations in the nature
of WBAN in terms of short space, network architecture, transmission techniques, and
communication protocols, the number of nodes in a WBAN is limited. Different standards
are used in WBANs to enable the communications between WBAN sensors and sensors- PS
communications. The most used standard is IEEE 802.15.6, which is a low-power wireless
technology intended for short-range transmissions of WBANs, with around 10 Mbps of
data rates. This standard provides capabilities to reduce the signal radiation absorption
rate (SAR) caused by body movements.

3.2. The Proposed Key Agreement Method

The proposed method aims to enable two regularly communicating sensors to agree
upon a new symmetric key using some previous connection features. The proposed
method has the advantages of saving time and sensor resources without compromising
security. The initial key agreement process between two sensors works as follows. First,
two communicating sensors collect the same physiological signal type for a specified period,
t, simultaneously. Both sensors independently extract features from the collected signal
and store them in two independent feature vectors. Each feature vector’s size is typically in
the range of 12 to 24 features [37]. Extracted features at both sensors are dynamic (extracted
in real-time) and ordered using an ordering algorithm known by the two sensors. After
that, the sender sensor sends a validation time value and a noisy version of its feature
vector. The noisy feature vector is generated by applying a random permutation process
to the original feature vector with some noisy data to ensure its security in the medium.
The validation time refers to the time period by which the collected features will be valid
for subsequent communications. Since the two sensors collect the same signal type, the
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receiver identifies the common features with a simple set intersection process between two
feature vectors (i.e., the received noisy feature vector and receiver’s feature vector).

The intersection process outputs are common features’ values along with their indices
in the receiver’s feature vector. The receiver uses the hash of identified common features as
a key. The receiver sensor sends indices of identified features to the sender. The sender
uses received indices to identify common features then hashing them to generate the key.
Both sensors save the common features along with their indices for the timer validation
period. In later communications between sensors that connected before, the sender sensor
must check for timer validation first. If the timer period is valid, the sender sends a vector
that contains common features’ indices, which are randomly permuted along with the hash
of the new key generated. The new key is simply the output of hashing of features belong
to indices permutation. The receiver simply uses the received indices and identifies the
features, and then regenerates the key. Algorithm 1 demonstrates the basic idea of the
proposed scheme, whose steps are discussed in detail later. Table 1 demonstrates the basic
notations for the first/later connection. Our proposed method applies to any physiological
signal. The only constraint on the communicating ends is they should collect the same type
of phycological signal with a high synchronization level. Using different physiological
signals will make no difference at the feature extraction stage as long as it is frequency
domain with FFT. FFT features are the peaks of the frequency transformed signal. This
paper uses the ECG signal to construct feature vectors used in the key agreement process.

Algorithm 1. The proposed method.

Step 1. Check the validation of the timer period
a) Check P-value
b) Start first connection if P = 0
c) Start later connection if P 6= 0
Step 2. Start key agreement using the first connection procedure when P = 0
a) Start by sender and receiver having their feature vectors (i.e., FV1 and FV2, respectively)
b) The sender generates timer validation period P and sends P along with HFVS to the receiver,
where HFVS = Hashing (FV1)
c) The receiver receives HFVS and starts to generate HFVR by Hashing (FV2).
d) The receiver checks the authenticity of the sender by comparing HFVS and HFVR
e) After checking the sender’s authenticity, the key generation process starts at the receiver side
by generation OFVR, where OFVR= Ordering algorithm (FV2)
f) Receiver side security key is generated by hashing OFVR, Key R = Hash (OFVR)
g) To ensure that the key is not transmitted through a medium, only the hash of the key HK R will
be sent to the sender to verify the key correction, where HK R= Hash (Key R)
h) The sender uses the same ordering method that was used by the receiver to generate OFVS
i) The sender generates the security key Key S by hashing OFVS
j) Sender then generates HK S by hashing its version of the security key. If HK s == HK R, then
Key R and Key s will be used as encryption keys, and success acknowledgment will be sent to
th receiver.
Step 3. Start key agreement using the later connection procedure when P 6= 0
a) The sender generates PM and uses it to produce a new version of its feature vector FV1 as
following: FV new S =Permute (FV1, PM)
b) The sender generates its new security key for this session using FV new S as following
Key new S = Hash (FV new S)
c) The sender generates a hash of the new generated key HK new S and sends it along with PM to
the receiver
d) The receiver uses PM to generate FV new R as the following FV new R =Permute (FV2, PM)
e) The receiver generates its version of the session security key Key new R as following:
Key new R = Hash (FV new R)
f) To check the validity of Key new R, the receiver generates HK new R by hashing Key new R
g) If the HK new R == HK new S, then Key new R and Key new s will be used to secure this session
connection. If not, the first connection cycle will be started.
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Table 1. The proposed algorithm notations identifications.

Notation Definition

HFV Hashed feature vector
OFV Ordered feature vector
HK Hashed key

HKnew New hashed key
IDs Sender ID
IDr Receiver ID

FVnew New features vector
P Period for timer validation

No Nonce (i.e., Random number for transaction refreshment)
MAC One-way hashing function
PM Permutation matrix
|| Concatenate symbol

Key new The new key generated based on PM

3.2.1. First Connection Key Agreement Cycle

The main aim of the first key agreement cycle is to identify the validation timer period;
by which the generated features vector can be reused for other connections. By the end of
this cycle, both communicating ends keep a copy of their feature vector until the timer’s
period ends. Figure 3 demonstrates the basic flow chart for the first connection cycle. This
subsection demonstrates the first connection’s key agreement cycle in detail.
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(1) Physiological signal collection and filtering: Two sensors must collect physiologi-
cal signals for a predefined period. Signal’s collection period and level of synchronization
mainly depend on the features extraction method to be used. After the signal’s collection,
there is a filtering step to remove any noise in the collected signal. The proposed method
uses ECG signal as the main physiological signal. ECG signal feature extraction methods
suffer from high noise sensitivity. Therefore, noise reduction techniques must be used as
a preprocessing step before the feature’s extraction process. Many sources of ECG signal
noises can affect the quality of the extracted features. The most significant sources of ECG
artifacts are muscle and motion artifacts (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. The sources of ECG noises.

Muscle artifacts are high-frequency noises, while motion artifacts are low-frequency
noises. ECG noises can be removed using the Pan–Tompkins algorithm [21] (see Figure 5).
The Pan–Tompkins algorithm is an ECG signal filtering algorithm. It highly depends on the
fact that the QRS portion consumes the most power of the ECG signal. So, it is amplifying
QRS while reducing the rest of the signal portions along with noises.
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(2) Features extraction using the modified FFT version: Features extraction methods
significantly impact any physiological-based key agreement algorithm’s efficiency. The
main feature extraction job is reducing unauthorized access rates while enhancing au-
thorized access rates. This can be done by extracting the most useful features that best
describe the physiological signal. The collected signals at both sensors are not entirely
identical. Instead, they have large signals’ overlapped portions in common. Below, we
discuss a modified version of the Fast Fourier Transform method (FFT). The same feature
extraction method can be used under the same concept with different physiological signals
by simple parameters modification. FFT method is the frequency-domain method that
transforms the input signal from its domain (i.e., time or space) into the frequency domain.
Spectral information of the collected signal is represented using sine and cosine waves.
FFT has superiority over existing feature extraction methods due to its speed and lower
synchronization level needed. Our modified FFT signal is applying the normal FFT method
but with a higher synchronization level. This is done to eliminate the need for the feature
exchange step. If two sensors collect the same physiological signal simultaneously and
with high synchronization, this implies that the signal at both ends is almost identical.
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Input is N points physiological signal while the output is two parts, each with N/2 samples.
As stated by the well-known Nyquist theorem [38], fmax (i.e., the maximum frequency that
can be represented by FFT) is at N/2, and only the first N/2 values are used. Implementing
FFT with varying input signal length is first proposed in [15,16]. The proposed method
was first implemented original FFT method by varying ECG lengths ranging from 2 to 12 s,
with a low synchronization level. The proposed FFT based feature extraction method can
be summarized as follows:

1) Collect ECG signal for at least 4 s with a high synchronization level.
2) Clean the collected signal with low/ high pass filters.
3) Partition signal samples into two overlapped equal-size windows.
4) Apply 256-points FFT and use only the first 128 FFT coefficients.
5) Apply peak detection function to the first 128 FFT coefficients. The peak detection

function output is in the form of tuple <peak index, peak value>.
6) Quantize each peak index into binary number with 5-digits and each peak value into

8-digits binary number.
7) A 13- bit feature is constructed by a simple concatenation process between each

quantized peak index and its corresponding quantized.
8) The final output will be a feature vector containing extracted quantized features.

By the end of feature extraction algorithm both communicating sensors has its own
features vector (i.e., FVs= {fs1 . . . fsN} for sender and FVr= {fr1 . . . frN} for receiver).

(3) Key generation and period generation: Security key is generated by hashing feature
vector. The hashing function used is a one-way hashing function (i.e., MD5 and SHA-265).
The validation timer period is calculated using an equation (See Section 3.3). The validation
period equation mainly depends on two factors, sensors’ power level and connection
frequency rate. This means if two sensors connect frequently and have a higher power
level, then a longer validation period will be used. Once the key is generated, the sender
sends the following message to the receiver:

Sender to Receiver: IDs, IDr, No, Mac (Key), P

(4) Receiver-side key generation and acknowledgment: Receiver regenerates security
key using its feature vector using a simple hashing function. The generated key is validated
by comparing the received key hash with the generated one hash. If two hashes match,
then success acknowledgment is sent to the sender using the following message:

Receiver to Sender: MAC (Key|| IDr|| IDs||No)

If the two hashes did not match, the connection request is ended, and the new key
cycle will be started. If the process of key generation failed at the receiver, the receiver
retries to regenerate the key for one more time. If failed, the key agreement process will
be ended, and the two communicating sensors’ authentication will be failed. Figure 6
illustrates the key generation process.

(5) Success acknowledgments and session start permission: After receiving the previ-
ous message, the sender sends the same message as success acknowledgment. The success
acknowledgment is to permit the session and connection to start.

Sender to Receiver: MAC (Key|| IDr|| IDs||No)

By the end of this process, there are two subsequences. First, the key generated is used
to ensure the first connection’s security. Second, the feature vector, along with the validation
period for later communications security, will be stored in each communication ends.
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3.2.2. Later Connection Key Agreement Cycle

In later connections, two previously connected ends use their feature vector saved
from the first connection to re-agree about a common key. This will help in reducing
overhead imposed in the computation and communication step. This algorithm reduces
agreement process time while preserving the key’s randomness and freshness along with
resource-saving advantage. Figure 7 illustrates the basic flow chart of the later connection’s
key agreement process. As we can notice from Figure 7, the main decision of approving
the agreement process mainly depends on timer validation. Timer validation controls the
way the algorithm will follow. If the timer is valid, then the random permutation matrix
generates a new feature vector to generate a new random key. If not, then a new normal
key agreement cycle as the first connection is started.
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(1) Checking period validation: The core of later communication is the validation
timer. Checking validation of the timer period is nothing but checking the ability to reuse
the first connection’s feature vector. If the timer is valid, then approve later connection key
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cycle. If not, this means the stored feature vectors at both ends will be deleted, and a new
key agreement cycle will be started (i.e., new first connection cycle).

(2) Random permutation matrix generation and new feature vector generation: Since
the key is nothing but the hash of the feature vector, the vector’s new arrangement of
features will guarantee the key’s freshness. For this reason, a random permutation matrix
(PM) is generated and used to re-order features within the feature vector.

(3) Key generation: A new random key is generated by applying a simple hashing
function to the feature vector modified by PM. Example 1 illustrates the basic idea of this
step. After completion of this step, the receiver sends the following message to the sender:

Receiver to Sender: Mac (Key new), IDr, IDs, No, PM

(4) Key recovering and acknowledgment: Sender uses the received PM to regenerate
the same new feature vector as a receiver. Then, a hashing function is applied to recover
the security key. The success acknowledgment is sent as the following message:

Sender to Receiver: Mac (Key new||IDr||IDs||No)

Example 1: The basic idea of the proposed method

Given:
Feature vector with the following values:
[1, 2, 5, 10, 12]

1st connection key:
Key= hash (1 ||2||5||10||12)
2nd connection key:
PM = [5, 3, 1, 4, 2]
Key new= hash (12 ||5 ||1 ||10 ||2)

Conclusion:
Altering the position of features will guarantee the freshness of the new session key.

3.3. Timer Period Calculation and Key Refreshing Rate

Timer validation period P is assumed to be directly proportional to available power
level PL in sensors when communication starts. P is also proportional to connection
frequency factor fc (i.e., a number that indicates how many times two sensors are connected
through a predefined period) (See Equations (1) and (2)). A more extended period will be
used with higher power levels; and when the sensor connects regularly.

P α PL × fc (1)

P = k × PL × fc = k × ((PLS + PLR)/2) × fc (2)

where PLS and PLR are the power levels at the sender and recipient, respectively, as shown
in Equation (2), PL is the average of two power levels in the two sensors. Constant k is
assumed to equal 1/100 for normalization purposes. Since validation period P has a high
impact in key refreshing (i.e., the longer the timer period, the more times the key must be
refreshed), we simply assumed that key must refresh one time for every session within the
period (i.e., for each session in P there is a unique key).

The proposed method aims to save existing resources and prolong sensor battery life.
So, if the power level (PL) is under 25%, the battery level is critical, and to help save its life,
the proposed timer method is not applicable. Table 2 illustrates the timer calculation for
different PL and fc.
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Table 2. Timer period for different PL and fc.

PLS PLR fc P

100 85 10 9
90 50 12 8
85 75 8 6
75 65 2 1
60 40 1 0
55 35 5 2
30 25 4 1
25 25 3 0
21 50 13 NAN

4. Security Analysis

This section analyzes the proposed algorithm’s security in terms of the key agreement
cycle in first and later connections.

• First connection key agreement cycle: For the first connection cycle, the only keying
information to be transferred in the communication medium is the hashing of the
common key. The security of legitimate features is assured because features are not
transmitted in the medium since two communicating ends collect the same signal
and extract the same features. This will make feature identification a very hard task
for an attacker. This paper assumes that sensors are secure and connection medium
may not. Secure key transmission is assured by exchanging only MAC (i.e., hashing
function) instead of the plain key. Key hashing knowledge is useless for the attacker’s
key guessing process, because it cannot get hands-on features. The Nonce No usage
maintains the connection’s freshness; hence, avoid using the old message to break the
connection.

• Later connection key agreement cycle: The security of a later connection depends
on the fact that there is no feature transmission on the communication medium. All
the legitimate features are stored securely in communicating node memories. We
assume that all sensors are under supervision, and no sensor can be compromised
without being detected. Hence, the attacker can try key guessing using the information
transmitted in the media. The only keying information to be exchanged is the key
hash; the MAC of the key will ensure the key security. Knowing key hashing will add
nothing to the attacker in the key guessing process. Key refreshing, even though the
timer period is still valid, will help in making the attacker task harder. Even after the
timer ends, all the information stored will be erased. This means a new first connection
cycle; hence, updating of data to be guessed.

5. Experimental Results and Discussion

This section discusses the proposed method’s experimental results using the original
FFT method (see Table 3) and proposed a modified FFT version (see Table 4) to extract ECG
features. FFT method is mainly used due to its advantages of being fast and in-dependency
on the extracted features.

Table 3. The proposed method experimental results with the original Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method.

ECG Length in Seconds Sensitivity Specificity Efficiency FAR FRR Accuracy Error Rate

4 0.7765 0.5185 0.7621 0.4815 0.2235 0.7879 0.2120
6 0.7944 0.4402 0.7747 0.5598 0.2056 0.7802 0.2198
8 0.7704 0.6212 0.7621 0.3788 0.2296 0.8602 0.1398
10 0.7783 0.5086 0.7633 0.4914 0.2217 0.8013 0.1987
12 0.7259 0.5196 0.7144 0.4804 0.2741 0.7671 0.2329
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Table 4. The proposed method experimental results with the modified FFT method.

ECG Length in Seconds Sensitivity Specificity Efficiency FAR FRR Accuracy Error Rate

4 0.7295 0.9087 0.7394 0.0913 0.2705 0.96974 0.0303
6 0.7909 0.9316 0.7987 0.0684 0.2091 0.9898 0.0102
8 0.7732 0.9491 0.7829 0.0509 0.2268 0.98207 0.0179
10 0.7956 0.9444 0.8039 0.0556 0.2044 0.99505 0.0050
12 0.7431 0.9744 0.7559 0.0256 0.2569 0.99159 0.0084

ECG-based FFT algorithm has three parameters: Sampling rate, sampling duration,
and FFT points. The used sampling rate is 128 Hz, and 256-point FFT is applied. The
experiments were implemented using MATLAB 2017 and MIT database [39]. This database
includes 18 long-term ECG recordings of subjects. Subjects included in this database were
found to have had no significant arrhythmias; they include 5 men, aged 26 to 45, and
13 women, aged 20 to 50. The original and modified FFT version’s main difference is the
synchronization level used. The original FFT version uses a low synchronization level, by
which only a small part of the collected signal match in the feature matching stage. The
modified FFT version overcomes this issue by using a high synchronization level, by which
100% of the collected signal match.

The usage of a high synchronization method to extract ECG features was proposed
in [16]. Unfortunately, the proposed method was a time-domain method and required
excessive input signal to give good results and work well (i.e., the method requires about
1 to 1.5 min). The extracted features were dependent and gave no information about the
input signal’s spectral values (i.e., did not characterize signal well). The proposed modified
FFT method takes advantage of requiring low input signal length from the original FFT,
with high synchronization just like time methods. The experiment was implemented with
the same parameters as the original FFT but with higher synchronization instead of lower
synchronization. This will secure features by eliminating the need for their transmission.
Hence significantly reduce computation overhead needed for noisy points’ computations
and common features identification. It has the advantage of reducing the collision rate to
zero. Figure 8 illustrates that the proposed method can discriminate well between genuine
sensor connection and imposters connections.
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This section’s experimental results are expressed in terms of sensitivity, specificity,
efficiency, False Acceptance Rate (FAR), False Rejection Rate (FRR), accuracy, and error
rate. Sensitivity or True Acceptance Rate (TAR) measures the portion of genuine scores that
were correctly identified as genuine. Specificity or True Rejection Rate (TRR) measures the
portion of imposters’ scores that were correctly identified as imposters’ scores. Accuracy
measures the system’s ability to generate accurate outputs that is close to the originally
expected outputs. Ideal accurate systems have TAR and TRR equal to 1 or FAR and FRR
equal to 0. The error rate is also a measure of system quality and is calculated using an
accuracy value. FAR measures the portion of imposters’ scores that were falsely identified
as genuine scores. FRR is the genuine scores that were identified as imposters scores.
Efficiency is a quality measure that mainly depends on specificity, sensitivity, and accuracy.
True Positive (TP) indicates the number of genuine scores, which are correctly classified as
genuine. True Negative (TN) indicates the number of imposter scores that were correctly
identified as an imposter. False Negative (FN) indicates the number of genuine scores that
were mistakenly identified as an imposter. False Positives (FP) indicates the number of
imposters scores that were mistakenly identified as genuine ones.

Sensitivity = TP / (TP + FN) = 1 − FRR (3)

Specificity = TN / (TP + FN) = 1 − FAR (4)

Accuracy = ((TP + TN) / (TP + TN + FP + FN)) (5)

Efficiency = (Sensitivity + Specificity + Accuracy) / 3 (6)

Table 3 shows the original FFT method’s experimental results with different ECG
input length in seconds from 4 to 12 s. The results shown in Table 3 are the results until the
cut-off of 0.60 (i.e., the hamming distance between features). The results analysis shows
that the lowest error rate and highest accuracy with the original FFT method are achieved
when the input ECG signal’s length is 8 s The highest accuracy achieved by the original FFT
method was 86.02%, with an error rate of 0.1398. As illustrated by Figure 8a, the original
FFT method failed to distinguish genuine sensor connection and imposters connections.

In the case of the modified FFT method with a high synchronization level, the com-
municating ends are well synchronized. Hence, almost 100% of the collected signals at
both ends matches. Table 4 shows the results of FFT with high synchronization experiment.
As shown by Table 4, a huge decrease in FAR rates and massive enhancement in accuracy
was achieved compared to those results in Table 3. Figure 8b shows that the FFT with
high synchronization level can distinguish very well between genuine sensor connection
and imposters connections. The conclusion is that high synchronization rate is an impor-
tant factor in achieving the best accuracy with any ECG signal length and enhancing the
authentication process.

In this experiment, we noticed that with lower input length, the number of extracted
features is decreased. Hence, the number of noisy points to secure their transmission
will be reduced as well. This may result in lower common feature identification time
and computations. It also results in a higher collision rate, hence, lower accuracy. As
shown in Figure 8a, the original FFT method is considered a good but not excellent
method to discriminate between legitimate and unauthorized sensors. Table 5 compares
the experimental results between our proposed method and other methods. As shown in
Table 5, the proposed method achieves the lowest error rate with the highest accuracy.

The superiority of our method comes from two main factors: High synchronization
and feature extraction using FFT. First, the usage of high synchronization levels to collect
physiological signals. High synchronization was used to authenticate sensors and verify
that two communicating sensors are in the same WBAN. Still, it is also used by our method
not to transmit legitimate features in the medium. So, each communicating sensor will
have its own version of the feature vector identical to the other end without transmitting
features in the medium. This will increase the security and accuracy of our method over
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the other key agreement method. The FFT method’s usage as the feature extraction method
is advantageous in speeding the feature extraction process. Unlike time-domain feature
extraction methods, the features extracted by frequency-domain methods are independent.
This because time domain features are time intervals between two waves or peaks. For
ECG signals, time-domain features are the interval between two successive R waves, and it
is denoted as Inter-Pulse-Interval (IPI) [16].

Table 5. The proposed method experimental results compared with other methods.

Method Sensitivity Specificity FAR FRR Accuracy Error Rate

PKA 0.7605 0.4131 0.2754 0.7807 0.2192
PSKA 0.7861 0.5299 0.4701 0.2139 0.8047 0.1953

OPFKA 0.8750 0.5729 0.4271 0.1250 0.9317 0.0683
SGenP 0.8822 0.6724 0.3576 0.1478 0.9210 0.0790

PBAKA 0.8695 0.6271 0.3381 0.1144 0.9407 0.0593
Our method 0.7956 0.9444 0.0556 0.2044 0.9950 0.0050

Another experiment was conducted to evaluate the proposed method in compar-
ison with existing WBAN key agreement schemes; PSKA [15], OPFKA [16], PKA [34],
SGenP [35], and PBAKA [36]. The evaluation process was based on the following security
aspects: Key length and randomness, memory consumption, power consumption, commu-
nication and transmission cost, distinctiveness, and temporal variance. Evaluation results
show the superiority of our algorithm in first and later communications.

1. Key Length and randomness: The generation of long and random security keys is
ensured by using a one-way hashing function (i.e., MD5).

2. Communication and feature transmission cost: The cost of the identification number
for sender and receiver (i.e., IDs and IDr) is 16 bytes each. Connection refreshment
number No is 16 bytes. Index I and permutation matrix PM are at most 1 byte. The
timer validation period P is 1 byte, and MAC is 16 bytes. Here, features and noisy
data points are represented by 12 or 13 bit each (i.e., about 1.5 bytes). For PBAKA,
transaction information Ts and Tr are 20 bytes each. Table 6 shows that our algorithm
offers the lowest communication overhead among the presented schemes.

Table 6 calculates the total size of messages exchanged through the agreement process.
As shown by the message size column, all the presented fuzzy vault schemes have

variable length factor NFV. The average length of NFV is 1000 to 3000. So, the message
size is 4.5 KB and 13.2 KB, respectively. For the SGenP algorithm, the message size is
1.33 KB, and for the PBAKA method, it is 604 bytes. The proposed method has superiority
over fuzzy vault schemes since message size is fixed and there is no variable-length NFV
parameter. The proposed method also has superiority over SGenP and the PBAKA method
since its communication cost is 258 bytes for both the first and later communication stages
combined. Figure 9 illustrates the total communication overhead in bytes for our method
and other methods.

3. Energy consumption: The sensor consumes 28.2 mJ to receive one byte and 59.2 mJ to
transmit it [40]. As shown in Table 7, our algorithm gives the lowest energy consump-
tion. We used the message size calculated earlier by communication overhead and
calculates how many bytes will be transmitted and received during the agreement
cycle. After counting the bytes for each method, we calculated the energy consumed,
as illustrated by Table 7. Table 7 shows that the proposed method has the lowest
energy consumption compared to other methods. The values of NFV are 1000, 3000,
and 1000 for PKA, PSKA, and OPFKA, respectively. The value of Fs and Fr is 100.
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Table 6. Communication overhead for first/later connections.

Method First Connection Later Connection Message Size Cost Analysis

PKA 2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + 4.5|NFV| +
|No| + 2|Mac|

2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + 4.5|NFV| +
|No| + 2|Mac| 112 + 4.5|NFV| bytes In PKA analysis, NFV length is set to be 1000.

So, the final cost is 4.5 KB

PSKA 2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + 4.5|NFV| +
|No| + 2|Mac|

2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + 4.5|NFV| +
|No| + 2|Mac| 112 + 4.5|NFV| bytes PSKA set NFV length to be 1000 and 3000. So,

the final cost is 4.5 KB and 13.2 KB, respectively.

OPFKA 2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + 2.5|NFV| +
|I| + |No| + 2|Mac|

2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + 2.5|NFV| + |I|
+ |No| + 2|Mac| 113 + 2.5|NFV| bytes If NFV is 1000; then total cost is 2.5 KB.

SGenP 2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + No| + 2|Mac|
+ 2|HMac| + 2|String|

2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + No| + 2|Mac| +
2|HMac| + 2|String| 1.33 KB HMAC is 600 bytes and random string is 20

bytes length.

PBAKA 2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + 2.5|Fs| +
2.5|Fr| + Ts + Tr

2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + 2.5|Fs| +
2.5|Fr| + Ts + Tr

104 + 2.5|Fs| + 2.5|Fr| bytes In PBAKA analysis, Fs and Fr lengths are
100.As a result, the final cost will be 604 bytes.

The proposed method 2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + |No| +
3|Mac| + |P|

2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + |PM| + |No| +
3|Mac|

First connection:
129 bytes

Later connection:
129 bytes

Message size is fixed.
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Table 7. The energy consumption for first/later connections.

Algorithm First Connection Later Connections Total Energy Consumed

PKA 112 + 4.5|NFV| × (28.2 + 59.2) 112 + 4.5|NFV| × (28.2 + 59.2) 403.088 mJ
PSKA 112 + 4.5|NFV| × (28.2 + 59.2) 112 + 4.5|NFV|× (28.2 + 59.2) 1189.688 mJ

OPFKA 113 + 2.5|NFV| × (28.2 + 59.2) 113 + 2.5|NFV|× (28.2 + 59.2) 228.367 mJ
SGenP 1368 × (28.2 + 59.2) 1368 × (28.2 + 59.2) 119.563 mJ

PBAKA 104 + 2.5|Fs| + 2.5|Fr| × (28.2 + 59.2) 104 + 2.5|Fs| + 2.5|Fr| × (28.2 + 59.2) 52.789 mJ
The proposed method 129 × (28.2 + 59.2) 129 × (28.2 + 59.2) 11.274 mJ

Figure 10 illustrates the total energy consumption of the proposed method along with
other methods.

4. Memory storage: Memory storage means the amount of memory consumed during
the key agreement process. As we can see from the results in Table 8, our algorithm
shows better memory storage results.
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Table 8. Memory cost for first/later connections.

Algorithm First Connection Later Connection

PKA 2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + 4.5|NFV| + |No| + 2|Mac| 2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + 4.5|NFV| + |No| + 2|Mac|
PSKA 2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + 4.5|NFV| + |No| + 2|Mac| 2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + 4.5|NFV| + |No| + 2|Mac|

OPFKA 2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + 2.5|NFV| + |I| + |No| + 2|Mac| 2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + 2.5|NFV| + |I| + |No| + 2|Mac|
SGenP 2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + No| + 2|Mac| + 2|HMac| + 2|String| 2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + No| + 2|Mac| + 2|HMac| + 2|String|

PBAKA 2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + 2.5|Fs| + 2.5|Fr| + Ts + Tr + r + s 2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + 2.5|Fs| + 2.5|Fr| + Ts + Tr + r + s
The proposed method 2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + 1.5|F| + 3|Mac| + |P| 2|IDs| + 2|IDr| + 1.5|F| + 3|Mac| + |P| + |PM|

This mainly because the proposed method has a fixed message size in both first and
later connections. The only part of the proposed method stores is the feature vector for the
first connection and the feature vector. The timer validation period for the later connections.
The fuzzy vault methods such as PKA, PSKA, and OPFKA; need to store variable-length
parameter NFV. NFV vector has an average length of 1000 to 3000 data points. Each point
is represented by 1.5 bytes. The memory cost for IDs and IDr is 16 bytes each. No is
16 bytes, I and permutation matrix PM are at most 1 byte., P is 1 byte, and MAC is 16 bytes.
The value of NFV is 1000 for PKA and OPFKA, and its value is 3000 with PSKA. Each
NFV point is represented by 1.5 bytes. For SGenP, HMAC is 600 bytes, and the random
string is 20 bytes in length. In PBAKA analysis, Fs and Fr lengths are 100, and Ts, Tr, r,
s are 20 bytes each. The total memory overhead per connection in bytes is 6862, 20362,
3863, 3900, and 644 for PKA, PSKA, OPFKA, SGenP, and PBAKA, respectively. For the
proposed method, communicating sensors will save their feature vector. We will denote it
as F; F is much smaller than NFV (i.e., F << NFV), and its size is about 100 features. The
first connection’s total memory cost is 311 bytes and is 312 bytes for the later connections.
Figure 11 illustrates the memory overhead in bytes for our method and the other methods
for the first connection.
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5. Distinctiveness: Distinctiveness means the ability of an algorithm to best discriminate
between authorized sensors from unauthorized ones (i.e., distinguish sensors in
the same WBAN from those in another WBAN). This can be achieved by using a
modified version of FFT with a high synchronization level. High synchronization
level ensures that only sensors that are willing to communicate in the same WBAN
can connect securely.

6. Temporal variance: Higher temporal variance implies that signal’s better randomness.
The higher the randomness, the harder it is getting to comprise network security. Sig-
nals collected at different times are generally unique. However, if the time difference
between two successive signal readings is so close, the collected signal values will be
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similar [16]. The proposed method solves close readings/similar values problem and
achieves better temporal variance than the other schemes. This is mainly by using
period P.

7. Low latency: Sampling duration needed for secure key agreement highly depends
on the physiological signal used [16]. As illustrated in the discussion section, when
FFT is used to extract ECG signal, at least 4 s is needed with 128 Hz sampling rate.
PBAKA needs at least 12.6 s.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposed a secure, fast, and resource-efficient WBAN key agreement algo-
rithm. The proposed method allows two sensors to use previous connection information
to agree upon a new and random key. Existing key agreement algorithms assumed that
the two communicating sensors must go through the new key agreement cycle for every
connection; even the two sensors were connected and agreed upon a previous key. For
previously connected sensors that agreed upon a key in the previous session, going through
a new cycle for a new random key generation will waste some resources that can be saved.
Saving WBAN resources can be achieved by saving the previous session common feature
vector for a predefined period to be used for later connections’ key agreement between
those two sensors. The proposed method’s performance was analyzed in terms of over-
head imposed by communication and computational processes and the amount of memory
needed. The results indicate the applicability, efficiency, and reliability of the proposed
method. Keys generated had the properties of randomness and efficiency.

In the future, we plan to enhance the first connection by using an adaptive chaff
points generator. Adaptive chaff points generator generates an appropriate amount of
chaff points to the security level estimated by the sensors. This will help in reducing the
collision rate between legitimate features and noisy data. In addition, we intend to reshape
the first connection in a way that improves memory and energy consumption. We also
plan to estimate lengths for new feature extraction methods such as wavelet with new
physiological signals such as Photoplethysmogram (PPG).
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